
Helpful Hints on exploring the mazes

While visiting the Planet Mythos, the internet traveller will need to adjust to 
the unique spacial rotation of the existing land masses. Dubbed 'the Green Effect' 
(named after the Green One, whose cosmic force returned the Planet Mythos into 
our Space/Time continuum), this rotation causes the internet traveller's perception 
to always begin at the far left of any scene. This effect permeates the entire Muse 
Galaxy, which Planet Mythos is a part of (the physics of this involves several black 
holes in several realities overlapping, a presently unobservable phenomenon from 
the Milky Way Galaxy due to the existence of the Solarian 
Transgenichromographenetic Rift).

For example, when advancing to view a room, the traveller would always 
begin seeing the left side of any wall first (Points 'A' on diagram #1 below).

diagram #1  

The internet traveller can then easily view the entire length of wall by using 
the scroll bar on his/her/its browser and can advance to other walls using the 
green arrows located in the corners. Thus, to view a room with a linear 
perspective similar to that of Earth, the traveller should always move around the 
room to the right (as in diagram #2).

diagram #2
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Conversely, to view a room with a non-linear perspective like that of the 
Shijt Nebula (famous to Muse Galaxy residents who flood in the trillions to visit 
the amusement parks located there), the traveller should always move around the 
room to the left (as in diagram #3). Be careful doing this, humans can sometimes 
receive whiplash from moving this way too quickly.

diagram #3       

Please note that when entering through a door, your first view of the room 
will be of the wall that has the door you just came through, even if the door 
seems to move from the left side to the right side of the wall. A double green 
arrow turns you around 180 degrees to face the wall behind you. You will find 
double green arrows mostly in hallways and in the gardens.

Here's simple rhyme to help you remember how to explore Planet Mythos
Right is always Right
but Left is like Shijt

Warning: the Green Effect begins to break down in the underground, forest and 
garden mazes, and this rule does not always hold true. Where the Green Effect 
has broken down in the underground, you will usually see blue arrows instead of 
green arrows. An arrow in a hallway leads to the left or right wall which it points 
to. If you find yourself getting disorientated, try using the maps.
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